Trailblazer bose amp location

Automotive wiring in a Chevrolet Trailblazer vehicles are becoming increasing more difficult to
identify due to the installation of more advanced factory oem electronics. One of the most time
consuming tasks with installing an after market car stereo, car radio, satellite radio, xm radio,
car speakers, tweeters, car subwoofer, crossovers, audio equalizer, car amplifier, mobile amp,
car amplifier, mp3 player, ipod or any car audio electronics is identifying the correct color car
audio wires for your Chevrolet Trailblazer headlight bulb size you need for your low beam or
high beam and save time. Also, find your other car light bulb sizes including your fog light,
reverse light, turn signal, brake light and more. The Modified Life staff has taken all its Chevrolet
Trailblazer car radio wiring diagrams, Chevrolet Trailblazer car audio wiring diagrams, Chevrolet
Trailblazer car stereo wiring diagrams, Chevrolet Trailblazer car radio wiring schematics,
Chevrolet Trailblazer car wiring diagrams and cataloged them online for use by our visitors for
free. Our automotive wiring diagrams allow you to enjoy your new mobile electronics rather
than spend countless hours trying to figure out which wires goes to which Chevrolet Trailblazer
part or component. Use of the Chevrolet Trailblazer wiring information is at your own risk.
Always verify all wires, wire colors and diagrams before applying any information found here to
your Chevrolet Trailblazer. If you would like to help the Modified Life community by adding any
missing information or adding a new car audio wire diagram to our resource, please feel free to
post it at the bottom of this page. Run a wire to the fusebox for switched power. There is also
some noise interference using the GMOS When the chimes, music or whatever sound play I can
hear a hissing static in the speakers. Metra tech told me its because of Bose amp and using
aftermarket interface. I probably could get past the interference, but the RSE has no audioâ€¦. If
there is anyone who has the GMOS without that problem or know hows to fix it, please comment
and let me know! Doug, we suggest you purchase an automotive auxiliary input adapter. This
adapter will allow you to input any Apple iPod, mp3 player or portable music player into your
factory radio. This is the easiest and most cost effective way to add an audio input into your
factory stereo. Here is the adapter you will need:. Aux Input Adapter for Chevrolet Trailblazer.
Hope this helps. Good luck with your Chevrolet Trailblazer aux input adapter installation. I
assumed that meant that there would be jacks somewhere on the unit that I could plug into to
play my i-Pod as the auxiliary input. I pulled the stereo out and found no jacks or plugs. Is there
any way to accomplish this? I owned a trailblazer with a radio that works, but the cd player is
defective. Any suggestion or ideas? To answer your question about the rear audio controls
retentionâ€¦NO. I talked to a Tech a Metra, and He says that they dont have any interfaces that
retains rear audio yet. I hope this answers your question. I just installed a Kenwood KVT head
unit in my chevrolet trailblazer. I have the bose system and the rear seat entertainment system. I
used a metra gmos integration interface kit. It allows you to retain chimes and onstar along with
everything else. The problem I have is I now have no rear audio controls or channels. I am not
getting power to the rear controls. Any ideas? Can anyone tell me if this is true or maybe what
my result will be if I install the new stereo just connecting the speaker and power wires and
nothing else? Am I hooking this whole thing up wrong? Ray, run a wire to the steering column
and use the orange wire in the ignition switch harness. This will provide a switched power
source. Good luck with your Chevrolet Trailblazer stereo installation. I have a Chevy Trailblazer
without a bose systemâ€¦ is there still an oem amp installed? I wanna put in a new headunit but
not sure if I need an amp bypass and the manual says nothing bout it but i know some models
have an amp. Does replacing the factory deck in the newer Trailblazers affect the computer or
engine performance? Devon, most late model vehicles do not have RCA hookups on the factory
radio. Good luck. Your email address will not be published. Skip to content. Leave a Comment
Cancel Reply Your email address will not be published. Follow Us. Copyright by ModifiedLife.
The radio harness does not provide a switched power source. If the truck is an extennded
version, the amp is under the driver's rear window above the wheel well, behind the trim panel.
If it is the regular version, the amp is in the same area, only on the passenger side. There are
two common problems on these trucks. Disconnect the plug and reconnect it. It may be a bad
connection and this should fix it. It could also be a pinched harness going to the amp. It gets
pinched by the rear seat bracket where it bolts to the floor by the passenger's rear door.
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Audio speaker replacement. Thread starter kjkim93 Start date Apr 1, Its been awhile guys.
Finally back. Let my cousin borrow my car and use this account whenever he needed it.
Needless to say I got back my car in a horrible state, 4x4 that was broken by him still isnt fixed,
but winter has ended so it can wait. But as a DD I wanna replace the speakers in the front and
back door. The Bose system AMP and tweeters will stay. Any recommendations for some
speakers? Crutchfield is recommending Kenwood KFCs for the front and another pair of
Kenwoods for the back. Rockford fosgate, clarion, jl audio. Just to get you started. If I'm not
mistaken. Matt Silver Supporter. When I replace mine, I'm going with Polk's. Sib Well-Known
Member. Mine front door speakers are 8". Sib said:. Went with the Alpines - I heard some detail
in the component set that I got that I didn't hear with the others, more natural voicing silk
tweeters help here, I suppose. Probably my favorite speakers ever were Boston Acoustic - but
they exited car audio some time ago. The problem with that is the speakers won't get a full
range signal. The crossover points are not adjustable. For instance if you put a 2 way speaker in
place of a front door bose speaker, the tweeter won't play since the oem speaker gets a low
passed signal. Maybe a dedicated mid bass would work in the fronts. Really should rip that out,
if you're replacing the speaks. That means another amp and a HU , but it's going to sound a lot
better doing that, than just replacing the speakers. That's the thing - the only thing you can
really replace by itself with the Bose amplified system is the HU - anything else, you're pretty
much ripping everything out. Reprise said:. MAY03LT said:. Anyone, Beuller? Looks like I might
be the guinea pig eventually. Thanks mate. Stuntmanmike77 Well-Known Member. I bought 6.
Do i need an adapter? Longer screws and hopefully wont hit door panel! As far as bypassing
the bose amp, I tried making an adapter harness that failed miserably from a video. Can I just
cut the harness and splice the wires together? Do not plan on using bose system again. Cant
run my own speaker wires through the front doors on this thing so gotta rely on the factory
wiring when I put in the new hu. Why can't you run new speaker wires? I don't know what the
bose system sounded like because I bought it with a blown factory amp I'm guessing, put the
amp fuse in I have power but no sound and drains the battery. Too many hours of trouble
shooting an outdated sound system in my opinion. I cant run new wires because all the wires in
the front door are a quick disconnect type as we all know. I'm guessing they designed it that
way for easier door removal. There are no videos out there that i could find to run new wire to
the front doors because its not a straight through shot. Blckshdw Moderator. Stuntmanmike77
said:. Blckshdw said:. You can do 1 of 3 things depending on what speakers your using. The
factory wires are good for most speakers. Cut and splice them at the kick panel where the wires
feed into the boot. Cut and splice them at the amplifier and run to you head unit our amp, if your
going that route. They sell flexible boots that you can put whatever wire you want to go with, of
course your going to have to pop a hole in both the door jam and the door itself to get this to
work. I guess this all depends on how far down the rabbit hole you want to go. I'll be replacing
mine sometime this year and bypassing the amp because the passengers side front speakers
work intermittently. I just plan on running new speaker wires straight from the HU and
bypassing the amp all together. I am going to just run the wires from the factory amp to the new
hu for the 4 door speakers. I wanted to know if it would work just tapping into the speaker wires
to the amp for just those 8 wires? All the bypass videos i see have all colored wires but, my
factory amp wires have 2 or 3 bare wires running to the amp harness? Thinking ground wires?
Dont need to touch those do I? Want to see if that works first before trying to push new wire
into those doors! TequilaWarrior Well-Known Member. No, I was going to unplug the speaker
wire harness at the amp, follow the colors, splice new wire in and run them to the hu. I'm not
using an amp at this time. Will try the home run approach just thought it would be easier since
all the wires are in one place. I'll have to make that call but, on the interface box there are 2 slots
for amplified and non anplified. Come with a seperate chime box with the kit. The only thing is
the onstar I would like to eventually use again just in case. The steering wheel controls I don't
care about but the kit also comes with an aux out to hook it up so we'll see. I'll let you know
what they say. Figures, I had to buy a trailblazer with a blown amp, I guess thats why the
previous owner left the fuse out. TollKeeper Well-Known Member. TequilaWarrior said:. As for
OnStar - it's expensive and depending on your year, not available without a retrofit kit. I did the
digital Gen5 retrofit on my wife's Bravada when the kit was still available from the dealer. I'm not
sure what year they went digital in the GMT's but my '05 Monte was digital. My '02 Bravada was
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browser before proceeding. Sep 3, 41 0 Chicago. Im looking to add an amp and sub in my Chevy
TrailBlazer. Im looking to keep my factory radio. I do have a bose system. I know I need a line
out converter. Wat I need to know is where I could get at the speaker wires to get a signal from
to hook up to the line out converter. And wat colors they are going to be. Aug 19, 5, 5 Chicago,
IL. Sep 3, 0 PA. If its anything like my tahoe the amp is under the console. Tap the converter
after the amp. The remote wire is pink. Does your factory system have a sub? Jun 26, 6, 44 So
Cal. If your going to tap it into the left rear as stated above. Pull the trim panel on the pillar
between your front and rear doors. Look for the hole that goes through the pillar and into the
rear door. You will see the brown and yellow wires. They are usually twisted together. My tahoe
has Bose and a sub and the door speakers are crossed over. I hope for your sake your doors
aren't crossed over. Or else your sub won't see any low frequencies. It would be easiest to do
this at the amp. That way you can connect your remote wire at the same time. Not to mention
you won't have to pull your radio. Google is your friend. Find out where your amp is a
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nd go from there. Create an account or login to comment You must be a member in order to
leave a comment Create account Create an account on our community. It's easy! Log in Already
have an account? Log in here. Previous Topic Next Topic. Should I expect to do the big 3, or
anything else? Similar threads Do you think I can run this on my stock amp alternator? New
Head Unit in Hyundai with stock amp Latest posts S. Constant bass Latest: Silverado 4 minutes
ago. Wiring, Electrical and Installation Help. What song are you listening to right now? Latest:
marc 17 minutes ago. The Thunderdome! Car Audio Build Logs. Best DSP to have for car audio
setup? Latest: marc 28 minutes ago. General Discussion. Southwest Region. Newest threads M.
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alternator? Oct 21, Sep 18, Jun 24, Jan 18, Stock Amp on Chevy Suburban. Dec 8,

